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Extended Abstract1

Firms may be motivated to establish an online presence to achieve many objectives, including image-building, awareness creation,
sales lead generation, or direct sales. These ends cannot be fulfilled unless customers know of and visit the firm�s website. Firms
with an established offline presence (mixed online players) can generate website traffic by word-of-mouth or may be reached by
a consumer guessing a Web address (e.g., www.ford.com). However, pure online players must promote their websites to their
targeted audience in various advertising vehicles in online and/or offline media (e.g., www.monster.com). According to
Advertising Age, in 1999, the golden year for advertising-revenue-driven firms, dot-coms spent $7.4 billion in various advertising
vehicles to promote their websites.

Regardless of their line of business, pure online players in e-commerce follow essentially the same two-stage model of advertising
strategy. In the first stage, firms attract customers to their online websites through advertising either in traditional media such as
print, radio, and television or online media such as banners, search engines, e-mails, and affiliate programs (Hoffman and Novak
2000). In the second stage, when potential customers visit the websites, firms provide customers with carefully selected website
contents and friendly navigation environments to create an environment conducive to the generation of desired outcomes. These
outcomes can be sales transactions, sales leads, or other expressions of interest (e.g., registration, membership, etc). For instance,
business-to-consumer (B2C) online retailer Amazon.com (www.amazon.com) heavily advertises in both online and offline media
to build website traffic and expects customers make purchases at its websites once customers visit the sites. On the other hand,
business-to-business (B2B) e-marketplace Ariba.com (www.ariba.com) also heavily advertises in both online and offline media
to build website traffic, but only expects visitors (both buyers and suppliers) to register at its website and join the network. In
either situation, the more financially desirable outcome goes beyond merely inducing website visits (e.g., number of visits or
number of hits). Going beyond traffic generation is critical to online players in the post-dot-com crash era.

The need for pure online players to monitor and analyze website traffic has created a brand new software industry.  However, most
of the website traffic tracking software currently available in the market suffers from several limitations. First, they provide only
a static snapshot of website traffic. Second, they cannot be used for relational analysis. Third, they focus on the website activities
per se (e.g., number of hits and type of browser) rather than managerially relevant issues such as the drivers of website activities
and the consequences of these activities.
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Measuring and understanding the behavior of website visitors also has attracted the attention of scholars.  Published studies
contribute significantly to the understanding of customer online behavior. However, to the best of our knowledge, most of these
studies cover only one stage of the two-stage model. They focus on either website traffic generation (Hoffman and Novak 2000)
or consumer purchase behavior within electronic stores  (Degeratu et al. 2000; Hoque and Lohse 1999).  Hence, published studies
lack an integrated assessment of advertising effectiveness and online customer behavior.  

In this paper, we seek to understand and assess the promotional effectiveness of pure online players by studying the two stages
jointly. Specifically, we intend to offer insights on three important questions concerning assessment of promotion effectiveness
for pure online players:

(1) How do advertising characteristics affect the pattern of website visits (e.g., number of visits, recency of visits)?
(2) How do advertising characteristics and website characteristics jointly affect the achievement of the desired outcomes of the

promotion?
(3) How should the advertising campaign and the website characteristics be combined and coordinated to produce better

promotion effectiveness? 

Because we only observe the website activities and outcomes for those individuals who actually visited the firms� websites,
analyzing typical log file based data for pure online players in our two-stage model faces a sample selection problem (Bloom and
Killingsworth 1985).  We propose a general solution to address the sample selection problem in our two-stage model.  

In the context of our application, an online retailer promoting its website through print advertising to generate sales leads, we find
that some advertising characteristics (e.g., magazine shelf life) significantly affect the website visit pattern and some website
characteristics (e.g., average time spent per file at the website) also significantly affect the sales leads generation. Interestingly,
these two types of effects (i.e., website visit effects and sales lead generation effects) do not necessarily go hand-in-hand.

This paper contributes to the e-commerce literature in three ways.  Theoretically, a dynamic two-stage model is conceptualized
as a natural and necessary generalization of current single-stage models.  Methodologically, a general solution is developed to
jointly assess promotional performance that incorporates the sample selection problem faced by pure online players in stage-one.
This solution does not require costly survey research data.  Instead, it utilizes available secondary data like website log files, ad
characteristics, and website design.  Managerially, an application is presented that offers insights on how to create more effective
promotional programs by changing the characteristics of the advertising campaign and/or modifying the design of websites.
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